
Philosophy Writing - Appropriate Sources, Quoting and Citing

If you are looking at this, you have been asked to write a philosophy paper. You have 
probably been told to cite some sources in your paper. You have probably also been 
warned about plagiarism: copying words or ideas from another source. As we all know 
these days, not every source is reliable. There’s lots of fake news out there. And that goes 
for philosophy content too! Especially on the internet.

So you might be wondering, which sources are ok to use? You might also be wondering 
how to cite those sources and use them in your paper. This handout will answer both of 
these questions.

1. Which Sources Are Good?

A. For Typical Assignments

If you’re asked to write a paper, the main source your professor will want you to use is the
original text or texts you’re talking about. Are you writing about Descartes? Cite 
Descartes. Writing about Frankfurt? Cite Frankfurt. 

Sometimes you might want help understanding the main text, and that’s ok as long as… 
(a) you cite it and (b) it’s from a good source.

The following are acceptable sources of information about the things you are writing 
about.

1. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (SEP): https://plato.stanford.edu
This is free and available to everyone online. Some of the articles are very 
sophisticated, but its quality is excellent.

2. The Internet Encylcopedia of Philosophy (IEP): https://www.iep.utm.edu
Also free and available to everyone, slightly more readable, also excellent.

3. The Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy: https://www.rep.routledge.com
Accessible and high-quality entries. Check to see whether your library has 
access to this. 

4. Oxford Handbooks: https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/page/philosophy
There are a lot of Oxford handbooks for different areas of philosophy (e.g.,
philosophy of love, philosophy of mind, etc). These are excellent and very 
readable. Ask me if you’re trying to find one that might help you.

5. Encyclopedia Britannica: https://www.britannica.com
Your library should have access to this. If you’re looking for an alternative 
to Sparknotes, start here.

B. Advanced!

If you’re in a more advanced course and looking for contemporary articles, the following 
databases are where you should look first.
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How do you use these? Suppose you want some articles about personal identity: type 
“personal identity” into the database search box. If you want a response to a particular 
author or article, you can type in their name and see what comes up.

1. Philpapers: https://philpapers.org
Most philosophy articles are indexed here, but its integration with your 
library may not be straightforward. You can make an account and sign in 
with your school library account, and that will help you get fulltext articles.
Or you can just take the titles you find in Philpapers and type them into 
your library search engine.

2. Philosopher’s Index: https://philindex.org
Not all schools have access to this, but if yours does, it’s a great place to 
look. Most philosophy articles are indexed here.

3. JSTOR: https://www.jstor.org
Most schools have JSTOR. Find via your library website.

4. Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com

2. Ok, I Have My Sources—How Do I Use Them in My Paper?

I’m going to give you four rules. The first two are about avoiding plagiarism. The second 
two are about the mechanics of using sources.

Rule 1: Any Idea that Refers to Something Someone Else Said or Thought 
Needs to be Cited.

Explanation: This means that when you say, “Plato argues that philosophy is preparation 
for death” (or anything similar) you need to cite the text where he does this. Not citing 
the source is plagiarism.

Example 1: Plato argues that philosophy is preparation for death (Phaedo 67e).  

Example 2: Emerson argues that no one should define themselves purely by their roles 
(“Self-Reliance” 146).

Rule 2: Any Technical Term You Are Using to Explain Something Someone 
Else Said Needs To Be Cited. 

A technical term is any word that needs to be defined in order for an 
intelligent reader who hasn’t read what you read to know what it 
means.

Explanation: Sometimes we use terms in philosophy that come from people outside the 
main text. I might use the “scale of reality” to describe Descartes’ idea that some things 
are more real than others. This term isn’t in Descartes. So who should you cite? Cite me!
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One reason sites like Sparknotes are bad is that they introduce a lot of terminology that’s 
not in the original text and is confusing. Using it gives away immediately that you read 
Sparknotes and not the original.)

Worse, using a technical term from someone without citing it is plagiarism. 

Example: Descartes divides up substances according to a scale of reality…. (Dr. Phillips, 
lecture, 10/24/2020).

Rule 3: Rephrase Things In Your Own Words as Much as Possible! But Cite 
the Original.

Explanation: A paper with too many quotes doesn’t tell me what YOU think or what 
YOU learned. If I wanted a page of Confucius, or Descartes, or the Buddha’s sermons, I 
could just read those. Plus, putting something in your own words is a fantastic way to see 
whether you understand something. 

Example: The Buddha argues that craving is the main cause of suffering (Sammaditthi 
Sutta, 135).

Rule 4: Incorporate Quotes in Your Own Sentences—and Cite the Source!

Here I’ll give a right and a wrong way to use quotes. You can’t just drop a quote in 
without working it into your text. Instead, you need to connect it to what you are saying
—literally, mechanically, by incorporating it into a sentence.

Wrong:  

Is the examined life worth living? “The unexamined life is not worth living” 
(Socrates). I will argue that ignorance has its virtues…

Explanation: Can you tell from this passage why the writer is using the quote? Nope. Just 
plopping a quote in like this is both mechanically incorrect and very confusing. You’re 
probably using that quote for a reason. Show me the reason!

Right: 

Socrates said, “the unexamined life is not worth living” (Apology 38a). This paper 
will ask whether Socrates was right. I will argue that….

Explanation: I can see why this student is using the quote. She’s using it to introduce the 
topic she will examine in her paper. 

There are lots of other reasons to use quotes. You might want to use a quote if…
 The author put something really well, or
 You want to talk about a specific passage in detail and ask what the author is 

trying to say in it.
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o If you want to talk about a passage in detail, you might want to use a 
blockquote. Here’s an example of a correctly incorporated blockquote.

Descartes claims his Meditations are going to be hard to understand:

Similarly, although I judge that those of which I here make use are equal to, or 
even surpass in certainty and evidence, the demonstrations of Geometry, I yet 
apprehend that they cannot be adequately understood by many, both because 
they are also a little lengthy and dependent the one on the other, and principally 
because they demand a mind wholly free of prejudices, and one which can be 
easily detached from the affairs of the senses. (Preface to the Meditations, 2).

In this passage, Descartes warns that his arguments will be hard to understand for four 
reasons. First, the Meditations contain long arguments that depend on each other. Second, 
these arguments are more complicated than geometrical proofs. Third, to understand 
them requires a mind “wholly free from prejudices” (ibid). Fourth, to understand them 
requires a mind that is not stuck in the sensory world.

Rule 5: Always Explain What the Quote Says in Your Own Words After 
Quoting It, Unless You’re Going To Explain it Later

Explanation: Same as for Rule 3

Example: See above.

THE END

Congratulations! If you can do these things, you’re well on your way to being a good
academic writer, not getting in trouble for plagiarism, and getting more out of your

assignments!
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